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Abstract:Web query clustering is widely used by web information systems. In this paper we present a new content
free method for web query log clustering. Query clustering has many applications including page ranking in web
search, personalizing search result and web query expansion. In our approach, we first construct a bipartite graph
for queries and visited URLs of a query log. Most of the clusters of queries are connected together with noisy users
selections. So some huge connected components are produced. To eliminate such noisy links all queries and related
URLs are projected in reduced dimensional space by applying singular value decomposition. Finally, a clustering
algorithm will be applied in each pruned connected component, in new space. The method has been evaluated
using a real world data set and by comparing it to existing approaches, the results show promising improvements.
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1 Introduction
As web contents grow, the importance of search en-
gines becomes more critical and at the same time
users satisfaction decreases. To improve search re-
sults, query log analysis is applied to better find out
the users’ search demands. Each search engine has a
repository of query log which can be used to facilitate
understanding of users’ needs [1]. Our aim is to pro-
pose new query clustering method that is appropriate
for noisy query log domain. Query log clustering is
important for different purposes:

• Improvement of search results: when a query
is submitted, the results of queries in the same
cluster with the entered query that are clicked
through can be used to improve search results.

• Query expansion: as the researches shows that
average query terms are near two [9]. So most
of the time, queries are ambiguous. One possi-
ble remedy for this problem is to expand a query
with new terms. Query clustering helps to find
relevant terms for this expansion which can be
applied in the two ways:(1) Query expansion by
terms of similar queries [3]. (2) Expansion by the
terms of selected pages of similar queries [2] .

• Personalization of search results:here the goal
is to post process the search results and display
different sets to different users based on their at-
tributes. By clustering user queries one can find
a user’s interests and demands. In [4] a profile

for each user is created based on the past queries
entered by them.

• Query recommendation: this method helps
users to submit appropriate query to a search en-
gine. With query clustering it is possible to find
such appropriate queries. For example, [5] re-
ports a method for this purpose. This strategy is
different from expanding queries terms because
the expansion method construct artificial query,
while the query recommendation gives actual re-
lated queries formulated by other users that had
the same information in the past.

In this paper a content-free query clustering
method is introduced. In it, a bipartite graph for a
query log is created where the left nodes are queries,
right nodes show the selected URLs, and an undi-
rected link connects a query to the URLs visited for
that query. Using a fast algorithm that is described
later, connected components of the graph are recog-
nized. Since the formations of such connected com-
ponents are highly sensitive to the noisy selections of
users, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [12] is
used to reduce noise inside a connected component.
Finally to create main clusters a k-mean [13] algo-
rithm is applied for each component. Therefore con-
tribution of this paper is: new method for clustering
queries in reduced dimensions space which decreases
noise influence. In what follows, we discuss on related
works in section 2 and introduce our method in detail
in section 3. Evaluation of the method is discussed in
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section 4. Finally section 5 presents conclusion.

2 Related Works

Query clustering methods can be divided in two
groups: those that make clusters based on contents
and those that do the clustering according to the re-
lationships between queries and URLs. However [9]
states that there is another work which uses a combi-
nation of the above two methods for this task.

2.1 Clustering by content

In these methods similarity between queries are cal-
culated based on terms appearing in them. Such simi-
larity is computed by different methods:

• Keyword based: after elimination of stop-
words, each query is represented as a vector of
terms and a vector similarity measure such as
cosin silmilarity measure is applied [7].

• Natural language processing based: here NLP
techniques are employed is used to find a query
similar to the user query. Unlike the keyword
based method that eliminates terms like what,
where and when, in NLP based methods all of the
query terms are used. However, this method is
usually applied in Question-Answering systems
where a query is in the form of a question sen-
tence [8].

• String comparisons: in these methods measures
like edit distance [2] is used to find a query near
the user query having most similarity with it in
terms of number of insertions, deletions and re-
placement of letters which is needed to convert
user query to that. The main usage of such meth-
ods is spell correction of user query.

2.2 Clustering by Query-URL

Most search engines record the click through data in
their query log. Each item of such a data is of the
following form:

< IP Address, Query, URL, Time> (1)

In this format each record contains following informa-
tion:

• IP address of user machine

• Query of the user

• Link clicked by user (URL)

• Time of the query

Such click through data can be regarded as Im-
plicit Feedback. When a user selects a limited num-
ber of URLs among a large number of results and
such a selection is repeated by other users, one can
infer that there should be a semantic similarity be-
tween the selected links. On the other hand when for
some queries similar URLs are selected that means
that those queries are similar even if they are not sim-
ilar in lexical terms. One example is given in [9].
Queries like Atomic, Manhattan Project, Nagasaki
and Nuclear Weapon Bomb are not similar in lexical
forms but similar links are selected for them. A ma-
jor advantage of this approach is the ability to clus-
ter pages as well as queries without any need to have
costly processing of contents of the pages. It is shown
in [1] that the users’ feedbacks are generally very use-
ful. Therefore one of the important advantages of this
method is discovery of semantic relations that can be
used to find synonymy and polysemy of queries. For
the first time in [6] a bipartite graph for synchronous
clustering of links and queries were used where clus-
tering is done in an iterative approach. In each itera-
tion two queries having maximum similarity are put in
a cluster. Then based on the similarity of queries two
URLs having maximum similarity are put in a clus-
ter. Such steps are iterated and finally each connected
component is recognized as a cluster. The time com-
plexity for each iteration is ofθ(V2) thatV equals to
all number of nodes in bipartite graph. The number
of iterations has depended to the number of nodes, so
total complexity of this algorithm is close toθ(V3).
The similarity of queries are calculated by equation
(2) where N(qk) represents the set of URLs selected
for queryqk.

Sim(q1, q2) =

{
(N(q1)∩N(q2)
N(q1)∪N(q2) ifN(q1) ∪N(q2) > 0
0 else

(2)
In [11] the similarity measure of [6] (After this

we refer to [6] as Beeferman)is modified to count the
number of times a URL has been selected. Equation
(3) shows this similarity computation. In this method
L(q1, q2) is the set of links connectingq1 andq2 to the
same documents, L(q1) and L(q2) are all the URLs
connecting toq1 andq2, respectively, and|L()| is the
cardinally of L().

Sim(q1, q2) =

{ |L(q1,q2)|
|L(q1)∪L(q2)| ifL(q1) ∪ L(q2) > 0
0 else

(3)
Considering the fact that selection of links by users is
not always deterministic and accurate [1], a connected
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component may contain queries that are related to dif-
ferent topics which harm the quality of clustering.
FIGURE 1 (a) shows a sample of noise affects on clus-
tering results. Labels on the edges show the number
of times a URL is selected for a query. As shown in
this figure actually there are two query clusters which
are connected together by a noisy selection. Using al-

Figure 1: (a) Query-Link bipartite graph with a noisy
selection. (b) Query clustering by using algorithm in
Beeferman.

gorithm of Beeferman as shown in FIGURE 1 (b), the
noisy selection causes two different clusters merge to-
gether and using Equation 2, the similarity between
them rises to1

3 . Using a method like Equation 3 the
similarity value increases to 100+1

100+1+30+30 = 101
161

∼=
0.63. In what follows we introduce a new method
which used SVD to reduce the effects of noises on
clustering. The other advantage of this method is its
lower time complexity compared to the related works.

3 SVD based Query Clustering

Our clustering is a content-free method. As explained
before we assume that a bipartite graph of queries and
URLs are built based on a query log. First we ap-
ply a fast algorithm to find the connected components
of the graph. Then for each high density connected
component (connected component with large number
of nodes), we construct a query-URLs relation matrix
and apply SVD to find singular vectors corresponding
to largest singular values. Finally a K-Mean algorithm
is run to find clusters inside each pruned connected
component. FIGURE 2 shows the steps of the algo-
rithm.

In the remaining of this section we explain each
step in details.

3.1 Bipartite Graph Construction

First from a query log all the records with a same
query are combined to a single record. FIGURE 3 de-
picts such a combined record. Then a bipartite graph

Figure 2: Steps of SVD based Query Clustering

is constructed from those records where right nodes
are unique URLs (L) and left nodes are unique queries
(Q).

Figure 3: click through data record

Each query is represented as a vector where ele-
mentlki shows the ratio of the number of times thatith

URL is selected forkthquery to the number of times
which has selected for all queries. Also each URL
is represented by a vector of queries where elementqi

k

shows the ratio of the number of selections ofith URL
for kth query to the total number of selection for this
query. These definitions are shown in Equation 4 and
5.

−→qk = (lk1 , lk2 , lk3 , ..., lkm); lki =
|lki |
|li|

i = 1, 2, ..,m (4)

−→
li = (qi

1, q
i
2, q

i
3, ..., q

i
n); qi

k =
|qi

k|
|qk|

k = 1, 2, .., n

(5)

3.2 Connected Component Detection

To recognize connected components of a bipartite
graph we can treat the graph as a forest where a tree
represents a connected component. In such trees,
nodes in alternate levels belong to queries or URLs.
FIGURE 4 shows a sample of constructing such trees
for a bipartite graph. To build such tree, we start from
a query node and add all its linked nodes which are not
visited earlier to the other side of the graph as its chil-
dren in the next level. This process is repeated until all
nodes of a connected component are added to the tree.
Then we select another query node which not visited
earlier and repeat the above routine to build another
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Figure 4: Converting a bipartite graph to a forest

tree. Formally the algorithm for connected compo-
nent recognition has been shown in FIGURE 5. In

Figure 5: Connected Component recognition algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1)

each period firstly, a new (not traversed) query node is
selected. Then all related URLs and queries are putted
in a new connected component where there is a path
from the first query to them. Since the algorithm is
according to breadth first traversing then it look likes
Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm on a graph, so it
can be easily shown that totally, the complexity of this
algorithm is ofθ(E +V ) [10] whereE is the neumber
of edges. It is considerable against algorithm has men-
tioned in Beeferman that in this approach complexity
of algorithm isθ ≈ (V 3). Although this algorithm is
an agglomerative clustering but finally each connected
component is considered as a cluster.

3.3 SVD Based Noise Elimination

In this step using SVD, noisy links inside each recog-
nized connected component from previous step is
eliminated. For eachCf as a connected component,
a query-URL relation matrix is built. It is like what
shown in FIGURE 6.Aij denotes to the value of the
element placed inith row andjth column in matrix
and computed by Equation 6. For more information
you can see again Equation 4 and 5.

Aij =
lji + qi

j

2
(6)

Figure 6: Query-Link Matrix

3.3.1 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD):

SVD is a method for dimensionality reduction. Us-
ing it, we obtain singular vectors that have most de-
pendency of data. Such vectors correspond to largest
singular values. According to SVD, matrix A can be
decomposed as:A = Qn×r × Sr×r × LT

r×m Where:

• r ≤ min(n, m)

• Q is ann× r matrix where columns are Orthog-
onal singular vectors of(AAT )n×n.

• S is a diagonalr× r matrix with singular values
sorted in descending on the main diagonal line
of the matrix. Those singular values belong to
(AAT )n×n and(AT A)m×m matrixes.

• L is anm × r matrix where columns of it are
Orthogonal singular vectors of(AT A)m×m.

3.4 Query Clustering in Reduced Dimension
Space

Singular vectors resulted from previous steps con-
struct a new space. We consider all queries vectors in
this new space. Eliminating weak singular values and
corresponding singular vectors, we obtain aQ

′
n×r′

low rank of Qn×r wherer
′ ≤ r. Since the num-

ber of dimensions in new space isr
′
, so each row of

Q
′
n×r′×Sr′×r′ is a query vector in reduced dimension
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space. Using a K-Mean clustering method queries are
categorized. We use K-Mean because of its simplicity
and its appropriateness for text documents clustering
[13].

4 Experimental Results

To evaluate our method we used a real query log of
AOL search engine. This collection consists of∼20M
web queries collected from∼650k users from 01
march to 31 may 2006. We extracted randomly 40,000
queries of this query log for clustering. This collection
consists of 22,642 unique queries and 21,486 different
selected URLs. The queries were classified into 7 top-
ical categories by a team of approximately twenty hu-
man assessors, during a mount. The categories have
been labeled as: Computer, Entertainment, Informa-
tion, Living, Online Community, Shopping and Sport.
Afterwards, the connected components of bipartite
graph have been detected by result of Algorithm
1(Figure 5). As can be seen in Figure 7 there is only
one huge connected component (C3) which contains
55% of all queries in the collection. Since other con-
nected components had low density, it doesn’t seem
these components are formed with queries of differ-
ent categories. Therefore we continued our experi-
ments byC3. Using Beeferman all queries inC3 are

Figure 7: Quantity of connected component andC3 is
hugest connected component.

placed in a same cluster, however as shown in Table
1, this component contains queries of different cate-
gories, and if we take it as a cluster, so the correct-
ness of clustering is very low. As mentioned before
noisy users’ selections influences on quality of clus-
tering and it causes the queries of different context are
collected in a same component. For example there
are 26% queries related to Entertainment category and
also there are 30% queries related to Information cat-
egory, so context of this cluster is not clear. After
constructing queries and URLs vectors ofC3, rela-
tion matrix has been formed. Then we applied SVD
to project all queries and URLs into reduced dimen-

Category Name Number of Queries inC3

Computer 0.3%
Entertainment 26%
Information 30%

Living 23%
Online Community 0.2%

Shopping 20%
Sport 0.4%

Table 1: Correspondence of the connected component
C3 to different categories

sion space. We used Frobenius norm to estimate the
number of dimensions in new space. Using such esti-
mation we obtained 2217 which was suitable value for
the number of dimension in our experiment. Also to
find the best value for the number of clusters (k), we
applied Mean Square Error [13] and reached to value
4. We computed precision measure for Entertainment,
Information, Living and Shopping categories in each
cluster to verify quality of clusters (these categories
have been used because the most of queries belong to
them). For computing measure of precision we use
Equation 7 that|Qcatj

classj
| is the number of queries re-

lated toith category intojth cluster and|Qclassj
| is

the total number of queries injth cluster:

pij =
|Qcati

classj
|

Qclassj

(7)

Results of clustering have high quality, if only the pre-
cision of one category can be high for each cluster,
and also the category with highest precision in a clus-
ter should be different from the categories with high-
est precision in the other clusters. FIGURE 8 demon-
strates quality of clusters which have been extracted
from our query clustering onC3. As can be seenC3 is
divided to 4 clusters. Precision of categories for each
cluster are computed then context of each cluster has
been labeled by name of category with highest preci-
sion value. So Living category has highest precision
in Cluster 1, also Entertainment and Information cate-
gories have highest precision for Cluster 2 and Cluster
4 respectively. Cluster 3 has low quality because there
is no category with considerably high precision, but it
can be seen, Shopping category has highest precision
compared to other categories which has low precision
on other clusters. For more evaluation the result of our
clustering, we computed information entropy [14] for
each cluster which has been computed by Equation 8.
Where|S| is the number of clusters,|Si

r| is the num-
ber of queries ofrth cluster labeled byith category
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Figure 8: Precision measure for each cluster extracted
from C3

and|Sr| is the total number of queries inrth cluster.

E(Sr) = − 1
log(|S|)

∑ |Si
r|

|Sr|
log(

|Si
r|

|Sr|
) (8)

E(Sr) is a real value between 0 and 1. IfE(Sr)
is close to zero , it seems quality ofrth cluster is
high otherwise the quality is low. Table 2 demon-
strates the information entropy of four different ex-
tracted clusters fromS1. As can be seen, cluster 1
has lowest entropy and cluster 3 has highest entropy.
As mentioned before, the most of main clusters are

Cluster(Sr) E(Sr)
S1 0.4670
S2 0.6851
S3 0.9927
S4 0.7628

Table 2: Information entropy of four different cluster
extracted fromC3

connected together with noisy visited URLs and make
a huge connected component. Throughout evaluat-
ing our method, we perceived that for each collection
of queries and related URLs, there is only one huge
connected component which most of the queries were
placed to it. To show this observation, we applied Al-
gorithm 1 on several collections with different num-
ber of data. It seems, if there is a collection with huge
amount of data, so that is enough to apply SVD on the
hugest connected component.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this article we proposed a new content-free method
for clustering queries, and the results of expriments
show promising improvement.
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